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ABSTRACT

A new generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties is proposed for computational model
in structural linear dynamics and can be extended without difficulty to computational linear vi-
broacoustics and to computational nonlinear structural dynamics. This method allows the prior
probability model of each type of uncertainties (model-parameter uncertainties and modeling er-
rors) to be separately constructed and identified. The modeling errors are not taken into account
with the usual output-prediction-error method but with the nonparametric probabilistic approach
of modeling errors recently introduced and based on the use of the random matrix theory. The
theory, an identification procedure and a numerical validation are presented.

1 SETTING THE PROBLEM AND FUNDAMENTAL METHODOLOGIES

This paper is devoted to the presentation of a new generalized probabilistic approach which allows
an independent modeling of both model-parameter uncertainties and modeling errors to be per-
formed for computational dynamical models in structural dynamics, structural acoustics, vibration
or vibroacoustics, for linear or nonlinear problems. This means that we consider a computational
dynamical model of areal systemas a selected class of mathematical models with an input and an
output and depending on amodel parameterand on adesign parameter. Once the class of com-
putational models has been selected, two types of uncertainties can be identified. The first type is
related to themodel-parameter uncertaintieswhich mean that the model parameter is not exactly
known and is uncertain. The second type is due tomodeling errorswhich are introduced by the
mechanical-mathematical process allowing the computational dynamical model to be constructed.
The modeling errors introducemodel uncertaintiesin the response predictions constructed with
any model belonging to the selected class. This second type of uncertainties will be calledmodel
uncertainties. It should be noted that the robust design optimization consists in finding the opti-
mal value of the design parameter which maximizes a cost function related to the model output
predicted with the computational dynamical model for which uncertainties are modeled.

Various methods exist for assessing uncertainties in a model. These methods are either
probabilistic or deterministic (see for instance [1]). The construction of the probabilistic model of
uncertainties is a fundamental problem which must carefully carried out in order to improve the
quality of the predictions of the computational model but also to solve robust design optimization
in the best conditions (see for instance [2], [3], [4]).

1.1 Prior and posterior probabilistic models of uncertainties

A model chosen in the selected class will be called themean model. For given nominal values
of the model parameter, the mean model is often called thenominal model. The uncertainties are
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then related to the mean model. For the construction of the probabilistic model of uncertainties,
two main cases have to be considered. For the first one, no experiment of the real system is
assumed to be available in order to update the model and to identify the prior probabilistic model
of uncertainties. In this case, the prior probabilistic model must have the capability to take into
account model uncertainties because there are no possibilities to improve the prior probabilistic
model using experiments. In opposite, for the second one, some experiments are assumed to be
available to update the mean model [5], [6], to identify the prior probabilistic model of uncertainties
[7], [6], [8], [9] and to construct a posterior probabilistic model (see for instance [10], [7], [11]).
Today, the first case is a frequent situation encountered for the design and the optimization of
complex mechanical systems and has to be carefully analyzed. This means that no experiment
is available and that there is neither possibility to update the mean model with experiments nor
to identify the prior probability model of uncertainties using mathematical statistics such as the
maximum likelihood method [12],[7] or the Bayesian method [13], [14], [15]. In these two cases,
the prior probabilistic approach of uncertainties which has to be developed must have the capability
to represent modeling errors for the family of models spanned when the design parameter runs
through all its admissible set.

1.2 Model-parameter uncertainties

Concerning model-parameter uncertainties, the main method is based on the used of theparamet-
ric probabilistic approachwhich has extensively been developed in the last three decades, which
is still in development and which allows the uncertain model parameters of the mean model to be
taken into account through the introduction of a prior probability model of these model parameters
(see for instance [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]). Such an approach consists in modeling un-
certain model parameters by a vector-valued random variable (this random vector can correspond
to the finite approximation of a random field). The prior stochastic modeling of model-parameter
uncertainties then consists (1) either in constructing an adapted representation based on a poly-
nomial chaos decomposition (see for instance [16], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [18], [27], [8],
[28]) (2) or in directly constructing the probability distribution of the random quantity using the
available information and the Maximum Entropy Principle introduced by Jaynes [29] in the con-
text of Information Theory developed by Shannon [30] (see for instance [31], [11] and for recent
developments concerning the construction of probability distributions in high dimension using the
maximum entropy principle and stochastic analysis [32]).

1.3 Modeling errors inducing model uncertainties

Concerning model uncertainties induced by modeling errors, it is well understood that prior and
posterior probabilistic models of the uncertain model parameter are not sufficient and do not have
the capability to take into account model uncertainties as explained in the context of computational
mechanics (see for instance [10], [33], [34], [35]). Two main methods can be used to take into
account model uncertainties (modeling errors).

1.3.1 Output-prediction-error probabilistic approach

The first one consists in introducing a probabilistic model of theoutput prediction errorwhich is
the difference between the real system output and the model output (note that such a probabilistic
approach of model uncertainties is implemented at the output level of the mean model and not
implemented at the operator level of the model). When experiments are available, the observed
prediction error is then the difference between the measured real system output and the model
output. A posterior probabilistic model can be constructed using, for instance, the Bayesian ap-
proach (see for instance [10], [13], [14], [15]). With such a method, it is usually assumed that
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the measurement noise is negligible compared with the prediction error. The advantage of such an
approach is its simplicity and its efficiency when simultaneously, a lot of experiments are available
and the design parameters are fixed. However, such an approach is not really adapted if the design
parameters are not fixed but have to run through an admissible set of values in the context of robust
design optimization. Another reason is necessity that modeling errors be taken into account at the
operator level of the mean model, for instance to take into account the mass and stiffness operators
in order to analyze the generalized eigenvalue problem related to a dynamical system. In this case,
the output-prediction-error method is not really adapted to take into account modeling errors.

1.3.2 Nonparametric probabilistic approach

The second one is based on thenonparametric probabilistic approachof model uncertainties (mod-
eling errors) which has recently been proposed in [33] as another possible way to the use of the
output-prediction-error method in order to take into account modeling errors. The nonparametric
probabilistic approach consists in directly constructing the stochastic modeling of the operators of
the mean computational model instead of introducing a probabilistic model of the prediction errors.
The random matrix theory (see for instance [36] and [37]) is used to construct the prior probability
distribution of the random matrices modeling the uncertain operators of the mean model are con-
structed using again the Maximum Entropy Principle for which the constraints are defined by the
available information [33], [38], [39], [34], [35]. Since paper [33] were published, many works
have been performed in order to validate the nonparametric probabilistic approach of model un-
certainties with experimental results (see for instance [40], [35], [41], [42], [43], [9], [44],[45])
and to extend the theory, in particular, with the development of random impedance operators [46],
[47], with the introduction of a new set of positive-definite random matrices yielding a more flex-
ible description of the dispersion levels [48], with the analysis of the medium-frequency range
for vibration analysis [49] and for complex vibroacoustic systems [43], [44], with the analysis of
nonlinear dynamical systems for local nonlinear elements [50], [51] and for distributed nonlinear
elements or nonlinear geometrical effects [52].

1.4 Generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties

It should be noted that the major difference between the two approaches decribed in Sections 1.3.1
and 1.3.2 is due to the fact that the statistical fluctuations of responses generated by the output-
prediction-error method are independent of the state variable of the dynamical system while the
statistical fluctuations of responses generated by the nonparametric probabilistic approach depend
on it. Approach defined in Sections 1.3.2 has been proposed to avoid the difficulty induced in the
approach described in Sections 1.3.1. As it has been proven in [33], [34] and [35], the nonpara-
metric probabilistic approach has the capability to simultaneously take into account both model-
parameter uncertainties and modeling errors. With such an approach, for each random matrix of the
stochastic reduced computational model such as the generalized mass matrix for instance, the level
of uncertainties induced by both model-parameter uncertainties and modeling errors are controlled
by only one dispersion parameter. Consequently, with such an approach, the level of uncertainties
for the model parameter cannot be separated from the level of uncertainties induced by modeling
errors. In addition, in the nonparametric probabilistic approach and by construction, the mean
value of each random matrix is chosen as the matrix of the reduced mean computational model as-
sociated with the nominal value. Clearly, this point could be improved in choosing the mean value
of each random matrix as the mean matrix of the stochastic computational model induced only by
the parametric probabilistic approach of model-parameter uncertainties. Such a method should re-
quired again to separate the probabilistic model of model-parameter uncertainties and of modeling
errors. This is the reason why, we propose ageneralized probabilistic approach of uncertainties
allowing both the model-parameter uncertainties and modeling errors to be simultaneously taken
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into account but in a separate way. This new method allows the prior probability model of each
type of uncertainties (model-parameter uncertainties and modeling errors) to be separately con-
structed and to be separately identified with experiments if experiments are available. In addition,
this method will allow the biais of the mean values of the stochastic responses to be decreased.

1.5 Objectives of the paper

We present the theory, an identification procedure of the dispersion parameters controlling the level
of each type of uncertainties when experimental data are available and a numerical validation. In
order to simply explain this new approach, we have chosen to present the developments for the
most simple context corresponding to structural linear dynamics. The extension to other cases is
straightforward in particular (1) for computational vibroacoustics in low- and medium-frequency
ranges with modeling errors in the structure, in the acoustic cavity, for the vibroacoustic coupling
operator and for insulation schemes (see [43], [44]) and (2) for computational nonlinear structural
dynamics with local or distributed nonlinear elements [50], [51] or with nonlinear geometrical
effects in the general context of three-dimensional nonlinear electrodynamics [52].

2 FORMULATION OF A PRIOR GENERALIZED PROBABILISTIC APPROACH OF
UNCERTAINTIES

2.1 Reduced mean computational model

We consider the reduced mean computational model of a linear dynamical system

y(t) = [ φ(x)] q(t) ,

[M(x)] q̈(t) + [D(x)] q̇(t) + [K(x)] q(t) = f(t; x) , (1)

in which y(t) = (y1(t), . . . , ym(t)) is the displacement vector at timet (displacements and/or
rotations), whereq(t) = (q1(t), . . . , qn(t)) ∈ R

n is the vector of the generalized coordinates, in
which the matrix of the normal modes[ φ(x)], the reduced mass matrix[M(x)], damping matrix
[D(x)], stiffness matrix[K(x)] and generalized external force vectorf (t; x) depend on an uncer-
tain vector-valued parameterx = (x1, . . . , xnp

) belonging to an admissible subsetCpar of R
np.

2.2 Construction of the prior generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties.

Let (Θ, T ,P) and (Θ′, T ′,P ′) be two probability spaces. The first one will be devoted to the
probabilistic model of model-parameter uncertainties using the parametric probabilistic approach
and the second one to the probabilistic model of model uncertainties (modeling errors) using the
nonparametric probabilistic approach. LetX = {θ �→ X(θ)} be a random variable defined on
(Θ, T ,P) and let[G] = {θ′ �→ [G(θ′)]} be another random variable defined on(Θ′, T ′,P ′). The
two random variablesX and [G] are then independent and their mathematical expectations are
such that

E{X} =

∫

Θ

X(θ) dP(θ) , E{[G]} =

∫

Θ′

[G(θ′)] dP ′(θ′) . (2)

If Q = h(X, [G]) is a random variable defined by a given deterministic transformationh of
independent random variablesX and[G], then the mathematical expectation ofQ is

E{Q} =

∫

Θ

∫

Θ′

h(X(θ), [G(θ′)]) dP ′(θ′) dP(θ) . (3)
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(1) The first step of the generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties consists in con-
structing the probabilistic model of model-parameter uncertainties for which parameterx is mod-
eled by a random variableX defined on probability space(Θ, T ,P). Consequently, the normal
modes matrix and the reduced matrices in Eq. (1) become random matrices[ φ(X)] and[M(X)],
[D(X)], [K(X)] and, for all fixedt, the generalized external forcef (t; x) becomes a random
vectorf(t; X). The mean values of the random reduced matrices are denoted by[M ], [D] and
[K]. We then have

E{[M(X)]} = [M ] , E{[D(X)]} = [D] , E{[K(X)]} = [K] . (4)

It should be noted that the mean matrices[M ], [D] and[K] are different from the matrices[M(x)],
[D(x)] and[K(x)] of the nominal mean computational model corresponding tox = x.

(2) The second step of the generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties consists in
constructing the probabilistic model of model uncertainties (modeling errors) in using the nonpara-
metric probabilistic approach [33]. Therefore, for allx fixed in Cpar, the matrices[M(x)], [D(x)]
and[K(x)] are replaced by independent random matrices

[M(x)] = {θ′ �→ [M (θ′; x)]} , [D(x)] = {θ′ �→ [D(θ′; x)]} , [K(x)] = {θ′ �→ [K(θ′; x)]}
(5)

defined on probability space(Θ′, T ′,P ′) and belonging to the set of random matrices introduced
in [33] and [35], or in [48]. In order to simplify the presentation, we will limit the developments to
the case for which these random matrices belong to the set SE+ of random matrices introduced in
[35]. The extension to the use of the set introduced in [48] is straightforward. The mathematical
expectation of these random matrices must be such that

E{[M (x)]} = [M(x)] , E{[D(x)]} = [D(x)] , E{[K(x)]} = [K(x)] . (6)

(3) The last step of the construction of the generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties then
consists in replacing in Eq. (5)x by X and in replacing the dependent random matrices[M(X)],
[D(X)] and[K(X)] by the dependent random matrices

[M(X)] = {(θ, θ′) �→ [M (θ′; X(θ))]}

[D(X)] = {(θ, θ′) �→ [D(θ′; X(θ))]}

[K(X)] = {(θ, θ′) �→ [K(θ′; X(θ))]} (7)

defined on the probability space(Θ × Θ′, T ⊗ T ′,P ⊗ P ′). It can easily be deduced that

E{[M(X)]} = [M ] , E{[D(X)]} = [D] , E{[K(X)]} = [K] . (8)

2.3 Stochastic reduced computation model generated by the prior generalized probabilistic
approach of uncertainties.

The generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties consists in replacing the mean computa-
tional model by the following stochastic reduced computational model,

Y (t) = [ φ(X)] Q(t) , (9)

[M(X)] Q̈(t) + [D(X)] Q̇(t) + [K(X)] Q(t) = f(t; X) , (10)

in which for all fixedt, Y (t) = {(θ, θ′) �→ Y (θ, θ′; t)} is anR
m-valued random vector andQ(t) =

{(θ, θ′) �→ Q(θ, θ′; t)} is anR
n-valued random vector defined on(Θ×Θ′, T ⊗T ′,P⊗P ′). Thus,
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for any realizationX(θ) of random variableX with θ in Θ, and for any realization[M(θ ′; x)],
[D(θ′; x)], [K(θ′; x)] of independent random matrices[M(x)], [D(x)], [K(x)] for θ′ in Θ′ and
x in Cpar, the realizationY (θ, θ′; t) of the random variableY (t) and the realizationQ(θ, θ′; t) of
the random variableQ(t) verify the deterministic problem

Y (θ, θ′; t) = [ φ(X(θ)] Q(θ, θ′; t) , (11)

[M(θ′; X(θ))] Q̈(θ, θ′; t) + [D(θ′; X(θ))] Q̇(θ, θ′; t) + [K(θ′; X(θ))] Q(θ, θ′; t) = f(t; X(θ)) .

(12)

2.4 Construction of the prior probability model of model-parameter uncertainties.

The uncertain model parameterx (whose nominal value isx) is modeled by a random variable
X = (X1, . . . , Xnp

), defined on probability space(Θ, T ,P), with values inR
np. The unknown

probability distribution ofX is assumed to be defined by a probability density functionpX from
R

np into R
+ = [0 , +∞[ with respect to the Lebesgue measuredx = dx1 . . . dxnp

. Under the
assumption that no experimental data are available to constructpX, the prior model can be con-
structed using the maximum entropy principle [29] introduced in the context of Information Theory
[30]. For such a construction, the available information has to be defined. Sincex belongs toCpar,
the support ofpX is Cpar and the normalization condition must be verified. Since the nominal value
of x is x in Cpar ⊂ R

np, an additional available information consists in writing that the mean value
E{X} of X is equal tox. In general, an additional available information can be deduced from
the analysis of the mathematical properties of the solution of the stochastic reduced computational
model under construction. Such a construction leads us to know the probability density function
x �→ pX(x; δX) which depends on a vector-valued parameterδX belonging to an admissible
subsetCX of R

µ with µ ≥ 1.

2.5 Construction of the prior probability model of model uncertainties (modeling errors).

Let A be the letterM , D or K relatively to the generalized mass, damping or stiffness matrix. In
the nonparametric probabilistic approach of both model-parameter uncertainties and model uncer-
tainties (modeling errors) introduced in [33], the probability model of the statistical fluctuations
of the random matrix[A] has been constructed around the deterministic nominal value[A(x)]
of the matrix in the nominal computational model. For the generalized approach of uncertain-
ties which is proposed below, since the model-parameter uncertainties are taken into account by
the parametric probabilistic approach in introducing the random matrix[A(X)], only the model
uncertainties (modeling errors) must be taken into account by the nonparametric probabilistic ap-
proach of uncertainties. This means that the probability model of the statistical fluctuations of
the random matrix[A] due to the model uncertainties must be constructed around the random
matrix [A(X)] and not around the deterministic nominal value[A(x)]. Such a construction of
the probability model of modeling errors is performed below. Following the methodology of
the construction of the nonparametric probabilistic approach (see [33], [38], [35]), for allx in
Cpar, the construction of the probability model of random matrix[A(x)] defined on probability
space(Θ′, T ′,P ′), is based on the available information deduced from the fundamental prop-
erties of the dynamical system and from additional properties required in order that a second-
order stochastic solution exists for Eq. (10) (see [38], [35]). For allx in Cpar, random matrix
[A(x)] belongs toM

+
n (R) a.s., its mean value is defined by Eq. (6) and verifies the inequality

E
{
‖[A(x)]−1‖2

F

}
< +∞ in which ‖A‖2

F = tr{[A ]T [A ]}. Since the deterministic matrix[A(x)]
is in M

+
n (R), there is an upper triangular matrix[LA(x)] in the setMn(R) of all the square(n×n)

real matrices, such that[A(x)] = [LA(x)]T [LA(x)]. For all x in Cpar, the random matrix[A(x)]
defined on probability space(Θ′, T ′,P ′) belongs to the set SE+ defined in [35] and is then written
as[A(x)] = [LA(x)]T [GA] [LA(x)] in which the random matrix[GA] is the random germ which
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is defined on probability space(Θ′, T ′,P ′), which belongs to the set SG+ defined in [35] and con-
sequently, is a random matrix with values inM

+
n (R). In addition, the random matrices[GM ], [GD]

and [GK ] are statistically independent. Consequently, the prior probability distributions of ran-
dom matrices[M(x)], [D(x)] and[K(x)] depend on the free vector-valued dispersion parameter
δG = (δM , δD, δK) which is relative to random matrices[GM ], [GD] and[GK ], which belongs to
an admissible subsetCG of R

3 and which is independent ofx. Then the random matrices[M(X)],
[D(X)] and[K(X)] introduced in Eq. (10) are written as[M(X)]= [LM(X)]T [GM ][LM(X)],
[D(X)]=[LD(X)]T [GD][LD(X)] and[K(X)]=[LK(X)]T [GK ][LK(X)].

3 ESTIMATION OF THE DISPERSION PARAMETERS OF THE PRIOR PROBABIL-
ITY MODELS OF THE GENERALIZED PROBABILISTIC APPROACH OF UNCER-
TAINTIES

The formulation introduces (1) a prior probability model of the model-parameter uncertainties
depending on the dispersion parameterδX belonging to an admissible subsetCX of R

µ and (2)
a prior probability model depending on the dispersion parameterδG = (δM , δD, δK) belonging
to an admissible subsetCG of R

3. If no experimental data are available, then the dispersions
parametersδX andδG must be considered as parameters to perform a sensitivity analysis of the
stochastic solution. Such a prior generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties then allows the
robustness of the solution to be analyzed in function of the level of model-parameter uncertainties
controlled byδX and of the level of model uncertainties (modeling errors) controlled byδG. For
the particular case for which a few experimental data exist, we propose a methodology to estimate
the dispersion parameters of the prior probability models of uncertainties.

3.1 Estimation of the dispersion parameter of the prior probability model of the uncertain
model parameter

The first step of the method proposed consists in estimating the dispersion parameterδX ∈ CX ⊂
R

µ of the prior probability model of the uncertain model parameter in considering there is no
modeling error and consequently in using the stochastic computational model withδG = 0 (no
modeling errors). The estimation ofδX must then be performed with observations of the systems
which are weakly sensitive to modeling errors and for which experimental data are available. There
are several possibilities in the choice of such observations satisfying these criteria. Nevertheless,
in order to limit the developments, we will propose only one of the possibilities which is in the
framework of experimental modal analysis. Note that for a complex dynamical system, the first
eigenfrequencies and the associated elastic modes can be experimentally measured. In addition,
if the corresponding computational model is sufficiently large, the first eigenfrequencies predicted
with the computational model depend on the model-parameter uncertainties but must not depend
on modeling errors (it should be noted that if the fundamental eigenfrequency of the mean com-
putational model cannot reasonably be predicted due to the presence of significant model errors,
this means that the mean computational model cannot be considered as a correct model and should
be be rebuilt). Let us assumed that the firstµ̃ experimental eigenfrequenciesν ref

1 , . . . , νref
eµ are mea-

sured. Letλref
α = (2πν ref

α )2 be the corresponding experimental eigenvalues. LetΛ1, . . . , Λeµ be the
corresponding eigenvalues of this stochastic computational model. LetpΛ1,...,Λeµ

(λ1, . . . , λeµ; δX)
be the joint probability density function of the random variablesΛ1, . . . , Λeµ. The optimal value
δ

opt
X

of the dispersion parameterδX can be estimated by maximizing the Neperian logarithm of the
likelihood function (maximum likelihood method [12],[7]),

δ
opt
X

= arg max
δX∈CX

{ln(pΛ1,...,Λeµ
(λref

1 , . . . , λref
eµ ; δX))} , (13)

in which pΛ1,...,Λeµ
(λref

1 , . . . , λref
eµ ; δX) is estimated using the stochastic computational model with

δG = 0 and which is solved by the Monte Carlo numerical method.
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3.2 Estimation of the dispersion parameters of the prior probability model of model uncer-
tainties

The second step of the method proposed consists in estimating the dispersion parameterδG ∈
CG ⊂ R

3 of the prior probability model of the model uncertainties (modeling errors) in pres-
ence of the model-parameter uncertainties estimated in the first step using the stochastic com-
putational model withδX = δ

opt
X

. For such an estimation, it is assumed that one experimental
frequency response function is available for one or for a few observation points. We then consider
the stochastic reduced computational model defined by Eqs. (11) and (12) rewritten in the fre-
quency domainω. It is assumed thatnobs observations are introduced and are such thatY obs(ω) =
(|Y n

j1(ω)|, . . . , |Y n
jnobs

(ω)|) are observed innfreq frequenciesω1, . . . , ωnfreq
in the frequency band

of analysisB. We then introduce the random observed vectorY = (Y obs(ω1), . . . , Y
obs(ωnfreq

))
with values inR

s with s = nobs × nfreq. Let yref be the deterministic vector inRs made up of
the experimental data and corresponding toR

s-valued random vectorY of the stochastic compu-
tational model. The estimation ofδG can be performed by using the maximum likelihood method.
Sinces can be very high, this method requires a big computational effort. We then use the method
presented in [9]. ForδX = δ

opt
X

and for each fixed value ofδG, letmY(δG) be theRs-valued mean
vector and let[CY(δG)] be the(s× s) covariance matrix of the random vectorY, estimated by us-
ing the stochastic computational model and the Monte Carlo method. Letλ1(δG) ≥ λ2(δG) ≥ . . .

be the positive eigenvalues and letx1(δG), x2(δG), . . . belong toR
s be the associated orthonor-

mal eigenvectors of the eigenvalue problem[CY(δG)] x(δG) = λ(δG) x(δG). Let Y
µ′

be the
approximation ofY defined byYµ′

= mY(δG) +
∑µ′

j=1

√
λj(δG) Zj xj(δG) in which µ′ is an

integer such that1 ≤ µ′ < s, whereZ = (Z1, . . . , Zµ′) is aR
µ′

-valued random variable such that
Zj = {λj(δG)}−1/2 < Y − mY(δG) , xj(δG) > where the bracket denotes the Euclidean inner
product. It is known that the components ofZ are second-order centered random variables which
are uncorrelated. The orderµ′ of the statistical reduction is calculated in order to get an approxima-
tion with a given accuracyε, independent ofµ′ andδG. The statistical reduction will be efficient if
µ′ ≪ s. Let zref(δG) = (zref

1 (δG), . . . , zref
µ′ (δG) be the vector inRµ′

corresponding toZ for the ex-
perimental data such thatzref

j (δG) = {λj(δG)}−1/2 <yref−mY(δG) , xj(δG)>. The estimation of
δG is performed using the maximum likelihood method for the random vectorZ = (Z1, . . . , Zµ′)
whose components are centered and uncorrelated (but dependent) random variables. The Neperian
logarithm of the likelihood function is then defined byL(δG) =

∑µ′

j=1
{ln(pZj

(zref
j (δG) ; δ opt

X
, δG)

in which, for all j in {1, . . . µ′}, the probability density functionz �→ pZj
(z ; δ opt

X
, δG) depends

on the known parameterδ opt
X

and on the unknown parameterδG which must be estimated. This
likelihood function is estimated with the stochastic reduced model and the Monte Carlo method.
The optimal valueδ opt

G
of δG is then given as the solution of the following optimization problem,

δ
opt
G

= arg max
δG∈CG

L(δG) . (14)

4 APPLICATION

We present an example of this generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties. The designed
system is a slender cylindrical elastic medium with length10 m and has a rectangular section
with height1.1 m and width1.6 m. The elastic medium is made of a composite material. The
displacement field is zero on the part of the two end sections. The frequency band of analysis is
B =]0 , 1200] Hz. A point load is applied close to the middle of the slender cylinder with a flat
spectrum onB. We are interested in the transversal displacement of the neutral line at an observa-
tion point belonging to the neutral line and close to the end section. A reference solution of the real
system has been constructed in developing a 3D elastic model of the real system. The mean model
is made up of a damped homogeneous Euler elastic beam with length10 m and simply supported.
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From the Euler beam theory, the first eigenvalue (square of the first eigenfrequency) can be written
λ1 = a1 x. The model-parameter uncertainties leads us to modelx by a random variableX. The
prior probability model of random variableX is constructed using the maximum entropy principle
and yields a Gamma probability distribution for which the mean value is given and for which the
dispersion is controlled by the coefficient of variationδX . The identification of parameterδX is
performed using the maximum likelihood method for the lowest random eigenvalueΛ1 and yields
δX = 0.093. We consider the stochastic reduced model constructed (1) with the parametric proba-
bilistic approach of uncertain parameterX for which δX = 0.093 and (2) with the nonparametric
probabilistic approach of modeling errors for the mass and stiffness operators. Consequently, the
dispersion parameters describing the statistical fluctuations induced by modeling errors areδM and
δK and are estimated as explained in the previous section and yieldsδM = 0.9 andδK = 0.15.
Figure 1 (left and right) displays the comparisons between the response of the mean model, the ref-
erence response of the real system and the confidence region of the random response (1) calculated
with the parametric probabilistic approach withδX = 0.093 (left figure) and (2) calculated with
the generalized probabilistic approach, that is to say, with the parametric probabilistic approach of
model-parameter uncertainties forδX = 0.093 and with the nonparametric probabilistic approach
of modeling errors forδM = 0.9 andδK = 0.15. These figures show that the coupling of the two
probabilistic approaches for model-parameter uncertainties and modeling errors allow the quality
of the prediction to be considerably improved. The method proposed allows the role played by
each type of uncertainties to be separately quantified.
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Random FRF for uncertain parameter and model uncertainties

Figure 1: Confidence region of the response at0.98 (between upper and lower thick solid lines),
reference response (mid solid line), response of the mean model (thin solid line) at observation
point. Left figure: parametric probabilistic approach. Right figure: generalized probabilistic ap-
proach.

5 CONCLUSION

A new generalized probabilistic approach to take into account model-parameter uncertainties and
modeling errors in computational model for structural linear dynamics is proposed. This approach
can easily be extended to computational linear vibroacoustics and to computational nonlinear struc-
tural dynamics. This method allows a prior probability model of model-parameter uncertainties
and a prior probability model of modeling errors to be separately constructed. When a few ex-
perimental data are available, a procedure for the identification of the dispersion parameters of the
prior probability models of uncertainties is proposed. As explained in [53], a chaos decomposition
with random coefficients can also be used to represent the prior probabilistic model of random
responses in separating the propagation of model-parameter uncertainties and the propagation of
modeling errors in the computational model. Such a construction gives future perspectives to im-
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prove the prior probability model of uncertainties in constructing a posterior probability model as
soon as experimental data are available.
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